Report for Survey Camp
Sub: Report on Survey camp attend for 3 days.
We III Year, Dept of civil went three days survey camp for different places as a part of
our syllabus and did different type of experiments, to find the area of the field. We are
splitted into 3 batches and each batch consists of 11 members. The time we standard from
college and ended and experiment done on each day is listed below.
Day 1:
We started from college at 9.00 am and reached the field which is located in
Anumandhakuppam near MadhurandhagamKarunguzhi lake at 11.00 am. Experiment done is
triangulation in which the purpose of this experiment is to calculate the area of the field.
Then we ended the session at 1.00 pm after that we had lunch around 2.00 pm and we
reached the college at 2.30 pm.
Day 2:
We started from college at 10.00 am and reached the some place of first day at 11.00
am. Experiment done is trilateration which has the purpose of calculating the area in which
that area has more undulation.
We ended the session at 1.00 pm , had the lunch and reached the college at 2.45 pm.
Day 3:
We started here at 9.20 am and reaches the field which is located at soorai village near
vedanthangal at 11.00 am. Experiment done is Rectangulation to calculate the area in easy
manner, by forming several rectangles.
Then we finished the session at 12.00 pm, had the lunch and reached the college
campus around 3.00 pm.
From this Survey camp, we learnt more about our field and gained knowledge about
calculating the area for different kinds of field by doing different experiments. I would like to
thank all staffs who are all arranged and helped this wonderful camp session.
We enjoyed this camp and we request you to arrange more session to gain our
knowledge.

